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FOREWORD
Our company culture defines how we work together, what we want to achieve, and
in what manner. It is the basis of our doing and therefore essential for our success
as a team. This is the reason why we want to share our experiences, our standards,
and our values with the team, new employees, and everyone interested. This culture
book is meant to give you an insight into how craftworks operates on a daily basis
and explains why we have our vision, mission, and values.
We don’t believe in having lots of rules or hierarchies. Therefore, having a healthy
culture helps everyone in the team know what to do when there are situations that
cannot be covered by simple rules.
Our culture wasn’t set on day one, it developed with the people who joined us over
the years. Every single person in the company has contributed and helps keep it alive.
For us, culture doesn’t just mean how we want to work together it’s also how we
handle failures and successes, have a good time outside of work, and support each
other when times are difficult.
Our culture is presented through a collection of stories written by the team on an assortment of topics concerning our trips, what we enjoy doing, our competitive spirit,
prudent technical advice, our hackathon experiences, and much more.
We hope that after reading this book you’ll have a better understanding of what
defines our team at craftworks, what we expect from ourselves, and what you can
expect from us in the future.
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PRINCIPLES OF
OPERATION
At craftworks, we operate with absolute integrity founded upon
our values and guided by our vision to empower each individual
to execute our mission of continual progression towards a paradigm of true excellence whilst ensuring the satisfaction of both the
employee and the customer as we seek to go above and beyond to
the benefit of each party involved.
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our vision

We love innovation and believe digital technology should be at the core of every company
to raise productivity and performance, thereby increasing profits and gaining a competitive
advantage. We make it our mission to discover challenges in companies and their processes
in order to solve them to amplify their efficaciousness.
We invest time and energy to grow and therefore are able to guarantee that every motivated
person can choose his or her job and have the optimal work environment to achieve their
maximum potential for the benefit of themselves and the organization.
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core values

Our values and principles are the pillars of our organization forming the ideology at the
heart of the company which we employ routinely when executing any task. There are six
values that we relate to the most. Innovation is at the forefront of our methodology and
with it, we act with courage to challenge the status quo. Lifelong learning helps us to incrementally improve by trying new things and keeping up with an ever-changing, fast-paced
market. Team spirit & respect are values that affirm our effective collaboration by working
together as one cohesive unit. An open culture enables us to be straight with one another
limiting the potential for miscommunication resulting in a more effective work process.
Focus is ingrained in our mentality and aids us in striving for perfection with a clear goal
in mind. Quality is integral to our identity and we stand by our high-class products and
services. These values don’t just drive us to where we want to go, they are truly lived by
each member of the organization and will continue to be the guiding light for all our future
endeavours.
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CUSTOMER-CENTERED
We understand the needs and challenges of our clients and build
suitable solutions.
INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM
With diverse backgrounds our experts in data science,
physics and software engineering work towards a common goal.
AGILE
We design a flexible and iterative development process
together with our clients.
USABILITY OF SOFTWARE
We focus on intuitive, efficient and satisfying interfaces.
COOPERATION
We partner with trusted technology and hardware partners to offer
an all-in-one solution.
ONE TEAM
By combining domain experts from customers with our engineers,
we form one cohesive team to create accurate and useful solutions.
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standard of
performance

We hold our standard of performance in
high regard. Built upon our values, we
operate according to mutually beneficial guidelines. We expect and reciprocate
trust, compassion, and friendliness, and
advocate for the necessity of punctuality
and responsibility of each representative of
craftworks. Every team member is expected
to go to great lengths to uphold our values
externally as well as internally. Customer
satisfaction is something we take extremely seriously and, thus, it is imperative that
we fulfil our obligation of providing them
with outstanding services. Each customer
interaction should be treated as a reflection
of ourselves and what we stand for.
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EVOLUTION OF
CRAFTWORKS
Founded in 2014 out of a small apartment in Vienna, craftworks has been on
a steady path of natural growth since its inception. From its first beginnings to
the present day, two things have never changed. Team spirit and an open culture have continued to flourish and they are as alive today as when we began.
Here you will read a collection of stories that delve into our rich history and
dynamic diversity to get an understanding of how we got where we are today.

October 2014

February 2014

Founding of craftworks

First intro into the idea of what would
later become craftworks

November 2015

July 2016

First office (basically it was an apartment)

First employees
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September 2020

September 2019

Soft launch of navio

Second real office

July 2018

March 2019

Beginning of the partnership with
Haris Digital

Opening up a subsidiary in
the Philippines by cg

April 2018

August 2017

Beginning of the development of navio

First real office

January 2017

March 2017

First hackathon (3rd place)

Second hackathon and first win
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size doesn ’ t matter

When I joined craftworks 4 years ago it
immediately felt like joining a second family, a work-family. Even before my first
day of work, I visited the former office,
which was a flat back then, a few times to
play football and to have a few beers and
chat about interesting tech-stuff on the
balcony. One couch on the balcony was
enough back then as craftworks was only
a fraction of the size it is now.

have our daily stand-ups in smaller project-dependent groups.

We almost always had lunch together on
one table in a small kitchen where we
talked about our weekends, plans we had,
or technical problems one had to solve and
possible solutions. Once again, this table
would not suffice anymore, since we now
have two offices and, in total, more than 6
tables for lunch. Now you can choose with
whom you have lunch and that increases the possible lunch topics as well as the
possible variety of dishes you would love
to have.

Next to that we also had some competitive
events like indoor football or Playstation
FIFA tournaments which were sponsored
by the company (prizes, beers, snacks, and
trophies!).

We had some evening activities as well and
every one of them was a lot of fun to participate in. The annual “Kässpätzle” eating
at the company’s birthday always ended in
the Ramien Karaoke Bar, where nobody
else took our microphones, because who is
partying on a Thursday at Ramien?

We still have tournaments like this, the
latest table-tennis and foosball-tournament gained a lot of attraction because
foosball (or tischkick as we call it) has a
very high standing in the company, even
touting our own in-house self-developed Slackbot-rating-system. The only
difference between then and now is that
the tournaments are getting bigger and the
competition is getting stronger.

Our daily stand-up was wherever the majority of the team was back then because
we had a daily company stand-up. It was
for everybody - CEO, Dev, Sales; everybody participated. Stand-up on the balcony, stand-up in the kitchen, stand-up
in the dev-room, stand-up in the meeting
room - it didn’t matter because everybody had in mind what he did the day
before, what he needed to achieve that
day, and what was blocking him from doing his work so others could support him.
This was a daily occurrence. Except on
Monday, when we had our dev meeting
to organize the dev-goals for the whole
week.

Besides these few insights of the changes I
noticed during the growth of craftworks,
I always, and still, feel welcome, respected, and appreciated. The very high level of
knowledge is the ideal environment for an
inquisitive person such as myself who also
loves to try out new technical concepts.
Another great aspect that I admire is that
nobody blames you for asking something
you don’t know. People are genuinely
happy to help.
As a middle-aged man, who is almost 8
years employed, I often get told about it,
but never believed it: size does not matter.
What matters is the value of a company
derived by how they value and treat their
employees. I’m still as satisfied as when I
started regardless of how big the company
has grown or will continue to grow!

To reiterate, this wouldn’t be possible with
the current number of people we have
now. The daily standup would take almost
half a day - and some people need to get
some work done as well. After all, that’s
why we are working here. Instead, we now
16
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why i have been at craftworks from
the beginning

“Why have you been with craftworks
since the beginning?” That‘s one of those
questions that when you get asked, you
are bombarded with so many thoughts in
your head because you genuinely have so
much to say about it. Since day one, the
interest in what I do has been my main
driving force. I start every day striving to
create, achieve, and tackle the exciting
challenges from the software development realm that come my way. I’ve been
with craftworks for three years, and that
motivation hasn‘t evaporated. Instead, it’s
grown stronger. And here‘s why:

tween it and your job. Overworking is
even frowned upon. The sales department
is constantly reaching for very innovative, modern, and non-trivial projects that
keep you in shape and allow you to grow.
This fits with my understanding of the
perfect working environment. I am a person who is very curious about the latest
news in the tech world and I like to have
diversity in what I do. I am not comfortable always working on the same types of
projects and tasks. I am a problem solver and I love to challenge my brain and
improve my skills as a software engineer.
Developing top-notch software here often
involves finding new approaches to trivial and non-trivial challenges and learning from the more experienced developers.
New features involve interesting discussions and knowledge-sharing sessions
that further increase your passion.

craftworks is a company with values and
a vision for the future and the team stands
behind them, they are not just empty words. We constantly learn from one
another, invest in innovation, adapt to
changes easily, and stand up to difficulties
with the utmost professionalism.
Even during the uneasy situation over
the last few months, when COVID-19
kept the world behind closed doors, we
managed to communicate effectively and
keep the work up to a high standard. The
workflow stayed pretty much the same
and everybody was free to take home any
hardware that would make their job more
comfortable and pleasant. Not only that
- we were constantly in touch with one
another so that we didn’t feel alienated.
That is just one of the many proofs that
demonstrate the emphasis put on the value of employees here at craftworks.

You always have the feeling that there is
progress and you never feel left behind in
the IT world. Most employees are eager to
attend conferences which they later use as
a base for knowledge-sharing events. It is
just great to be here and to be able to learn
together with these awesome people!
For me, it is important to have comfortable
tech tools and to read well-written, specialized literature and fortunately, this has
never been denied to me. Even when I first
joined the team, there was an existing pool
of exactly the right books that I wanted
to dive into. From day one I was provided with everything I needed to do my job
efficiently- the right tools, the books, the
courses, the snacks, and the drinks.

To add to that, at craftworks you’re always given the chance to find something
of interest to you and to work on it. Your
personal life is also valued and you are
encouraged to find a good balance be-
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What really made me love my job though
was the fact that from the very beginning
I was involved in real-world, valuable,
and modern projects that have a future. I
am talking about the type of projects that
are going to be used to help with complex tasks or projects that ease the work
of other people. It brings me great joy to
put some hard work into designing and
implementing software that’s going to
help specialists from other fields or companies operate more efficiently. It’s an
amazing feeling to see that my efforts are
appreciated. If that’s really what you love
to do, then you can achieve anything you
aim for here. I love witnessing the value of a project when it is being actively
used. For example, to support important
infrastructure or assist an industrial machine to produce at maximum effectiveness. Well designed and easy to understand software brings joy to the people
that use it.

We’ve had some awesome team events
and great board game parties. There you
get to know the fun side of your colleagues and their after-work interests. I
love these times because we get to know
each other better and establish connections that go beyond the plane of professional politeness. We all have different
interests and we complement each other
well. This builds the perfect team. It still
amazes me how people always put in the
extra effort to make themselves available when you are stuck with an issue or
have a question. They are not just polite;
they are genuinely friendly. And the best
part is that we are given the chance to
shape not only our day to day work but
also the company itself. Don’t even get
me started on my absolute favorites; the
FIFA and tischkick team events!
All of the above-mentioned perks of our
company are thanks to our understanding and caring employers. They always
try to put themselves in your shoes and
you have the feeling that you interact
with people who see you as equal and
who are there to invest their time into
achieving something great that can only
be made possible with amazing teamwork and equal mindsets. As an employee, I’ve always been stimulated to achieve
the goals that I set for myself and that I
dedicate my efforts to.

What makes the office a place that I love
to go to, are awesome colleagues and a
great and friendly atmosphere. At craftworks, two things go hand in hand for
sure. The first being a relaxed environment with cool people, with whom you
can share a drink while having one hell
of an interesting conversation. Secondly, the impeccable professionalism of the
colleagues who can discuss and explain
even the hardest and most challenging of
tech concepts.

These are some of the reasons I have
been working here since the beginning.
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people @ craftworks

2015
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020
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craftworks as my
first employer

I am glad to have had the opportunity to
gain my first work experience at craftworks. Although I only work twice a
week at craftworks, I can see the strong
connection between the colleagues and
how everyone shows a deep love for their
work. I have been employed at craftworks
for two years now and every time I go to
work, I am filled with joy and look forward to seeing my colleagues. For me, the
most important thing is the bond between
all the team members. Everyone at craftworks is honest with each other and even
if you don’t know much about technology (like me) you don’t feel like an outsider because there are so many other interests or hobbies you can share and talk
about with your colleagues. Furthermore,
craftworks organizes a lot of team building activities. For example, a team trip to
another country/city or one of the many
get-togethers throughout the year. Allin-all, I must say that I feel lucky to have
worked for craftworks, a company that
puts great value on its employees. I wish
everyone could experience what it’s like
to have such amazing colleagues and to
work for an employer with such high values as craftworks.
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supplementing an amazing company culture

It was January 2020 when I started working for craftworks as Head of People. I
love what I’ve seen during my time here
and have gotten an insight into our people’s souls - a great, outstanding team of
individuals who love what they do.

New ideas have come up for professional and
personal development and as a company, we
will share and celebrate our successes more
often. Everybody can choose their continuing
education autonomously because deep down
everyone knows what they need - and craftworks will meet these needs as far as possible.
Last but not least we have adopted our halfyear 1-on-1 cycle with strengths-oriented
questions, so everybody can internalize their
potential and can collect diverse feedback for
their growth.

Being surrounded by and working with
happy people, in an organically growing
company, means we have a fascinating
teamwork approach and a relentless team
spirit as a strong company.
To foster the synergy of the variety of the
people we decided to implement the Gallup Clifton Strengths Assessment to give
everybody the possibility to find out more
about their talents and unlock potential.
But first I had to convince our CEO Simon about this strength-oriented approach. Through the process of personal
strength-based coaching, everything was
totally clear - I got him. At present, most
people have made their first steps towards
self-improvement via this analysis of their
strengths.

Thanks for being part of the craftworks team,
the overall faith, and my personal growth
journey with all of you.
In the sense of a growth mindset.
“Growing is the feeling that the
most primordial penetrates to its
origin in eternity.”
- bettina von armin (1785-1859)
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top ten strengths of craftworks employees

The size of each bubble shows how often a strength appears in the top 10 of craftworks employees.

STRENGTH DOMAINS
Strategic Thinking
Executing
Influencing
Relationship Building
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our languages

One line represents one person.
The line length represents the skill level (the longer the better).
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from brilliant tech minds to successful
interdisciplinary diversity

It was almost two years ago when I joined
craftworks and trust me, I had no idea
what I was getting myself into. I soon realized that this company culture is very
different from what I was used to. I had
never worked closely with developers,
data engineers, or data scientists before.
Two things were completely new to me:
great efficient processes & structures and
on the other hand their lunch chats about
the newest tech trends which I certainly
had never heard of before. Spoiler Alert;
the first one stayed, though the latter has
changed drastically over the last two years.
Right from the beginning, everyone was
very open and interested, but as a group,
they were mainly focused on techy topics.
It certainly did not help that, at that point,
I was the only full-time female employee.
I asked myself, how do I, as a non-technical person, fit into this picture?

For my latter concern, I addressed the
co-founders asking them what their plans
were on getting more gender diversity into
the company. I was surprised to hear how
this was one of their top priorities, how
they were open to new ideas, and then also
invited initiatives like Women & Code into
our office to touch base with females in the
tech industry. I remember I was told by a
female developer that it would be hard for
a company of our size with so few women
(two out of 16) to get more gender diversity. However, due to their openness, willingness to listen, and by providing specific benefits targeted towards women I am
happy to say that, as of the time of writing,
I am one of six women at craftworks and
looking forward to having many more.
We are certainly not yet where we want to
be in this aspect, but we are getting closer
and closer as we grow. Gender diversity is
not the only thing valued at craftworks.
We also value cultural diversity; we have
employees from 7 different countries &
cultures.

It’s probably due to my curiosity and interest in new people that I started asking colleagues at lunchtime how their
weekend was and what plans they had
for the coming evening. I was pleasantly surprised; turns out that the majority of my co-workers were interested in
sharing. Over the next few months, more
colleagues that were from a non-technical background joined craftworks as
well and the entire culture changed even
more. There are certainly still chats about
tech topics, which I value as I can always
learn something new, but now we also
talk about our newest mountain bike,
the great party from last night, the newest book, the last adventure we were on,
winning at the game night and other activities we like to do. But it’s not just the
lunch talks or the coffee chat, it’s a truly
lived open culture, where everyone fits in.

There is much more that I could tell you
about craftworks culture, especially the
emphasis on employees and its learning
culture, but I am sure many of my colleagues will cover that. For now, all I can
say is that craftworks is a great place if
you are seeking a professional, interdisciplinary company with great diversity. Also
as a non-techie.
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that time we got a new server

The ever-expanding growth of craftworks led to our definitive move into the
product market in the form of navio. A
prerequisite of this expansion was a need
for larger infrastructure. We needed a new
server.

flights of stairs.
Even after calling what felt like every
moving company in Vienna, we knew that
the challenge was for us to solve. This time
not with our delicate programming fingers
but with real muscles. We all gathered
downstairs, everyone grabbed a corner
and together we quickly moved the server rack upstairs. There were even enough
people to take pictures.

My phone rang and the carrier told me
that he was waiting downstairs with a
delivery. First, I was confused about why
he would call me and why he wouldn’t
just bring it upstairs. When he told me
that it was because it wouldn’t fit in the
elevator, I knew.

That’s how we carried an oversized metal box, that barely fitted up the staircase,
up to the office. Where it is now, fully
equipped, and turning data and ideas into
models and results and a lot of hot air.

The challenge was on: how to carry a 150
kilo, 2x1.5x1.5m metal box up two large
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founders story

We sat down with the founders to ask
them some questions about the inception
of craftworks and the progress it’s made
since then. A time to reflect on the last
six years of steady growth and extensive
expansion.

free thoughts about doing something new.
While the three of us were having one
or two beers we talked about the idea of
starting fresh and on our own. The goal
was to do things right, treat customers
right, deliver high quality, and always
keep on improving.

What led to the founding of craftworks?

We defined some constraints to be fulfilled before founding a company. The
most important one was finding a customer first. After a couple of weeks, this
constraint was achieved and the next steps
were finding a name, preparing everything
to register the company, and so on.

Jakob, Matthias, and Simon, all three of
us, knew each other from working together during our studies. We all attended
the Vienna University of Technology and
studied IT. Simon was interested in entrepreneurship and wasn’t content with
how things went in his last job. He had
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Who were the first employees and what
did the growth of craftworks look like?

It took quite some time to find the right
name and after a couple of months we decided on craftworks. We chose craftworks
because we make individual (handcrafted) solutions for the specific problem of
a customer.

The first help was Simon’s mom who
helped him with bookkeeping. There
were no concrete plans on hiring anyone in the beginning. The only goal was
to create impeccable software in the best
manner possible. In 2016 the workload
increased and help was needed to deliver
the projects. So the talks with colleagues
from earlier jobs began. Michael and Simon knew Kathrin as an allrounder specialized in organizational functions and
Christopher as a very good software engineer from their previous jobs and they
immediately jumped on board. After a
couple of months, we got a hint from
a customer that a former colleague of
Christopher’s, also a software engineer,
was looking for a new job. That’s how
we met Alexander.

After founding the company and acquiring more projects, we met up with Michael and Thomas, whom Simon knew
from his last job. Michael and Thomas
also started something on their own and
the talks about merging began. After approximately a year after the first talks, we
agreed on working together at craftworks.

What tasks, hurdles, and positive events
confronted you, in the early days?
One of the important things to clarify was
who would take over which role. As Simon was always interested in all things
business, he became CEO and Jakob took
over the role of CTO. After a couple of
months, we saw that we would need a
salesperson and Simon asked Michael if
he would be interested in doing it. Michael was up for the challenge and so he
became CSO of craftworks. Although we
had very limited experience, in the beginning, the roles we chose worked out quite
well.

Our growth was always intended to be
organic. We saw from other companies
with investors how time-consuming it
is to prepare monthly reports, pick the
numbers that worked best for the given month, how much administrational overhead is required, etc. We wanted to concentrate on creating value for
our customers. Therefore we only hired
awesome colleagues when we had the financial basis for it.

In the beginning, the whole endeavor was
comparable to a rollercoaster ride. There
were lots of ups and downs but in hindsight, this was a very good learning experience for us. As we only got paid when we
sold and delivered something, we weren’t
in financial problems and if we did our
job well, then it literally paid off. Apart
from those ups and downs, there were
no real hurdles. Founding a company in
Austria is not complicated, it just takes
time. As always, you gain experience by
doing things and as we are better at doing
than talking everything worked out.

As we expanded our field from software development to big data and data
science, we hired experts in those fields
to complement our skillsets. We were
always very lean on the non-developer
side of things. The first addition to our
sales department, Carina, started at the
end of 2018. Then at the beginning of
2020, we added Daniela as our head of
people, and later that year Maria for all
things operational and administrative.
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If given a chance to do it all again, what
would you do the same? What worked
really well?

Right now we are 26 awesome people
with great team spirit. We will continue
to hire new colleagues over time but always in an organic way.

We wouldn’t change the core principles
of the company. Making things in the
best manner possible, treating employees and customers right, delivering high
quality, and always keeping on improving is just who we are and how we want
to work.

In hindsight, what would you have done
differently? What’s the biggest learning
from the early days?
We don’t think we would change things
drastically. All the challenges we faced
helped us learn and gain experience.
There isn’t one thing that stands out. The
culmination of all the experience and
learning is the most important one. With
that experience, you learn how to prioritize or value different circumstances and
know the importance of it.

Our culture is the basis of what we do
and guides us through challenging decisions.
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THE
EMPLOYEECENTRIC
MODEL
We define the true measure of success as the totality of the individual successes of each member of
the organization. We believe that employee satisfaction is the cornerstone of any successful business and with it, we unlock a person’s motivation
to tap into their unlimited potential for a mutually
beneficial outcome.
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everyday work during the corona times

even further and, in my experience,
everything worked out smoothly.

No one was prepared for the corona pandemic and its consequences on the economy, businesses, and our daily lives, but
the way and the speed with which craftworks adjusted to the new situation and
continues to be successful was remarkable. It just shows how important it is to be
agile and value teamwork, smooth communication, and the team/people.

Events
We have a lot of team events, but in the
initial fully remote period, we exchanged
our lively terrace gatherings for celebrating birthdays and successes of our colleagues through remote video calls. Before
corona, I could already organize the first
yoga event at craftworks (as people are
open to new and good ideas!), and due
to its popularity, it was decided to have
it regularly. Because of the remote situation, we decided to organize it remotely
as well (thanks to our yoga instructor for
being agile and adapting to the new reality
as well) and had bi-weekly remote yoga
sessions during the remote period, which
helped us to keep in shape physically and
mentally. As soon as it was possible to
host in-person events during summertime,
our lively events were back (to the right is
a picture of me and my painting from our
first painting event, one of the best events
for me of this summer and in general).

Office arrangements and supplies
Even before this situation, we had an
opportunity to work remotely, but most
people only used it from time to time, and
having a nice working atmosphere and
offices (with adjustable desks for both
sitting and standing) with snacks (of our
choice) were not a small part of it.
But as soon as there was a need to work
remotely for extended periods, there was
a possibility to take home office supplies
that we needed to work productively (e.g.
monitors).
As soon as there was a possibility of a
limited number of people returning to the
offices, there was a readjustment of the
office space (e.g. not to use some of the
desks) to meet the social distancing rules,
and a nice booking plan, to help organize
who comes to the office and when, etc.
We were also left to decide if we were
feeling safe to go back to the office and
how often we were to go there was totally
up to us.

Summary
On the day that I am writing this story,
the results of the feedback from the craftworks team were announced regarding the
way the corona situation was handled in
the company, and everyone was positive
and the majority were happy about it. I
am mentioning this to say that colleagues
share the positiveness and to highlight just
how much the company cares for its people to ask for feedback after all it has done
for us in this situation.

Working remotely
Before this pandemic, we already had different office locations and were used to
communicating remotely, but with the
fully remote period this was improved
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how to fall in love with craftworks as a
non - techie

When I started my journey in this company, I was most fascinated and impressed
by the vision:

also focus on their strengths and can organize their work the way that best suits
them. craftworks has the kind of tolerance
where everyone can keep their uniqueness
and still strive to get the most out of their
talent. The company also invests in your
personal growth, no matter what areas
you are responsible for. What I further
appreciate as a non-techie is the ability
of the company to communicate relevant
information clearly and concisely so you
don’t necessarily need IT expertise.

“We invest time and energy to grow and
therefore we can guarantee that every
motivated person can choose his or her
job and have the optimal work environment to achieve their maximum potential
for the benefit of themselves and the organization.”
To be honest, as a non-techie, I never imagined fitting into the IT environment so
smoothly right from the beginning. But it
worked out just perfectly.

Due to the numerous team events, it is
quite easy to become part of the team and
get an impression of the great team spirit right from the beginning. Talking about
this team spirit, important issues are clarified immediately so there is hardly any
breathing room for gossip. Apart from
delivering high-quality solutions to our
customers, fun and humor are fundamental parts of our daily work. If I had to describe the company in one word it would
be open-minded.

Taking the vision into consideration I can
truly say that this ambition is an integral
part of the company and the main reason why I love my work here. They are
not simply empty words. There are many
different characters at craftworks with
diverse backgrounds. Still, the company allows a healthy working and growing environment where non-techies can
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why i quit my job for craftworks

The title is correct. I was not looking for
a job, I did not apply for any other company nor did I have the urge to leave my
former one. I wanted to work specifically
for craftworks. Now, you might be wondering why I felt so strongly about this.
Allow me to explain.

successes in broad areas of expertise and
the diversity of the team which is composed of impressive and intelligent people
from various scientific backgrounds. Especially the two data science talks I found
online and the many blog entries that give
a glimpse, not only into the people working there but also into the mindset of the
company and how it emphasized the value
of their employees.

A year ago, I was still in the middle of
obtaining my master’s degree and was
working part-time as a developer for
Siemens. Although I was not looking for
a new job, I had the habit of browsing
through job postings in the dev community regularly to get a picture of the trends
of demand on the market and to stay upto-date with cutting-edge technologies
and frameworks. One day, I came across
a small company called craftworks that
had their office right in the middle of the
seventh district, a mere 10-minute walk
from my home. I started daydreaming
about such a short way to work and what
an amazing improvement that would be
to my situation, which back then, was a
grueling 45-minute commute.

Finally, after reading through the welcome
paper, it was clear to me that those values
are not only proclaimed but lived every
day. A combination of all these factors
cultivated my desire to be a part of that
team, no longer could I settle for anything
less. This is what solidified my decision to
apply for the open position of front-end
developer.
Now, almost a year after starting at the
company, I could not be happier with my
decision. Not only am I having fun in my
daily work and enjoy and appreciate my
colleagues, but I also cannot imagine a
better working environment.

Intrigued by this opportunity to elevate
my circumstance, I wanted to know what
craftworks did and how they operated
and so I began researching on their website. I was impressed by the company’s

Because at craftworks, people are valued
for who they are and are given every opportunity to work the way they want to
achieve their maximum potential.
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road to asia

It all began in 2017. I decided to start a
new adventure. I wanted to make a big
change in my life and it was kind of clear
to me from the very start that my destiny would lead me to Asia. More specifically, to the Philippines. A country with
distinctive people, different mindsets, but
also a place where I can still communicate
in English with ease, due to its previous
American occupation.

Another issue I had to tackle was the constant remote working with all the common
problems of communication and discipline. Every day you need to set yourself
fixed working hours and you need to be
vigilant to not get distracted by things
happening at home. After a short period,
we found a mutually beneficial working
system. Then when, unfortunately, COVID-19 came upon us, this new-found
knowledge was very useful for us, as it
was the foundation for the new normal in
business life. I feel now, more than ever, a
strong connection with Europe again.

With that in mind, I had to find a way to
make my dream come true. Luckily, I had
support from Simon, Jakob, and Michi.
We were all on-board and convinced that
this would work out and this would be
a new and valuable experience for us all.
At first, the move seemed very far away,
but step by step, day by day, I got closer to my departure. In March 2019, after months of dreaming, after months of
talking about how it might be, it finally
happened. I arrived in the Philippines “Mabuhay Pilipinas”.

After 18 months of living here on this East
Asian archipelago, I can happily say that
I have no regrets in coming here to settle.
My life has changed a lot and I am happy
about how it has transpired. Additionally,
I am proud to say that I have a great team
at my back on whom I can rely. Without
every single one of you, it would not be
possible the way it is now.

In the beginning, I had to learn a lot about
the way things get done here compared to
a well-organized Austria. It felt as though
offices here like creating organizational
overhead, extra loads of paperwork, and
slow processes. With time you learn to
accept the more laid back way of life here.
I started to value the small things in life. I
began to look at life from a different perspective. Mostly, I enjoyed the openness
of people here and how quickly you can
get close to people. I got into a community with people from all around the world.
Starting a subsidiary here was especially
challenging to me since I had no previous
experience in that field in Austria. Despite
this, things turned out well.

Salamat Po!
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LEADING WITH
INNOVATION
Innovation is one of our leading values. We seek to be natural
innovators and are always on the lookout for new ways to apply
innovative approaches. Read on to find out more.
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how we built a data lake

In June 2016 we took part in the Porsche Holding Hackathon in Salzburg.
The machine learning models and software we developed during these intense
days convinced Porsche Informatics of
our technical skills. Soon Porsche got in
contact with us regarding building a large
data lake for Porsche to analyze various
data and support different use-cases.

aged to get to know the Porsche team better.

Despite the fact that we had very limited knowledge about this topic before this
project, we accepted it because we were
sure we would grow with the challenge.

By building the data lake we managed to
improve our big data knowledge quite
substantially. We also explored areas
where there is little to no documentation
coverage - most notably running a whole
Hadoop cluster in an unprivileged OpenShift environment raised many challenges.

Building the data lake was a long-term
project as we and Porsche both aimed
for the best technical solution in the best
quality - which also required overthinking some technical decisions made earlier
during the project.

We kicked off the project with a workshop in Salzburg with people from Porsche Informatics, craftworks, and an external consultant. Because we shared the
belief that workshop days with face to
face communication can be beneficial to
advance a project - we went several other
times for 2-day workshops to Salzburg.
During these workshops, we also man-

To summarize, building a data lake from
scratch was a sometimes intense but interesting task which helped us to grow in
both technical and personal aspects.

programming languages at craftworks

One line represents one person. The line
height represents the skill level (the higher
the better).
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10 tips for hands - on industrial ai

At craftworks, we develop state-of-theart machine learning solutions to solve
complex industrial problems. In this
guide, we share some best practices and
valuable lessons learned along the way.
It is important to highlight that the implementation of the points below requires
additional effort, but in our experience
can be the key to success.

It is also important to know which mathematical transformations can not deal
with inconsistencies (for example step
changes). Find out (analytically and based
on communication with domain experts)
which variables account for different settings, stages, or cycles. For example, it is
not always clear from the process data itself to identify whether a machine is running in production or idle mode.

1. Get an understanding of the domain
and the goal

3. Investigate and account for the distribution of the target

If you’re not a domain expert already, you
will have to put some time and effort into
understanding what kind of problem the
data represents. There might be important
assumptions and constraints that can help
you in the data processing and modeling
stages. Visualize the data and relate it to
the domain assumptions. Discuss peculiar
observations with the domain experts.
More importantly, you have to contrast
domain and data assumptions with the
defined objectives of the stakeholders, as
well as your own findings from exploring
the data. It sounds trivial, but you might
find critical flaws in the use case itself or
realize that not all relevant information is
available.

This is something you will find in most
guides, but it cannot be stressed enough.
Most of the literature focuses on the class
imbalance in classification tasks, but
the same issue also applies to regression
problems with non-gaussian distributions
(which seems to be the norm).
4. Develop your code in a modular way
Modular code will help you to iteratively
improve your solution while maintaining a
clean code structure. Start simple and exchange the modules with more advanced
approaches if necessary.
5. Anomaly detection / novelty detection
is always a good idea

2. Inconsistencies in the data will taint
your preprocessing and/or machine
learning pipeline

For many industrial use cases, the data
quality or suitability is not known at the
start of a project not to mention during
inference time (i.e. in production). Once
a model is running in production, it is always recommended to validate the input
data before inference. Therefore anomaly detection or novelty detection methods
should always be put in place. The same
approach can also be used to find outliers or other issues in your training dataset. Distinguish between edge cases that
should not be accounted for by the model

Dealing with outliers and missing values
is one thing, but in most industrial applications you will face non-stationary environments with unknown external influences and disturbances in the data. This
means that different operating stages or
conditions, which are not represented in
the data, or mere gaps in the time-series,
which are not accounted for, are likely to
destroy any chances of finding useful patterns in the data.
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itself and cases that must be accounted for
by the model.

8. Test your code
Make sure that the data loading, cleaning, and preprocessing functions are covered well by unit tests because these are
usually the most customized and therefore error-prone parts of your code. Also,
sanity check data splits and assumptions in
your training pipeline or script.Most importantly, the customer-facing code (for
example the inference pipeline or the API)
must have high code coverage.

6. Think about splitting up your model
into multiple stages or parts
Try to frame the modeling problem as
simply as possible. If the use case is very
complex and meta-information about the
industrial process is limited, think about
breaking down the main problem into
smaller modeling components that can be
streamlined into a higher-level model. In
bigger AI infrastructures modeling components could also be reused. For example, anomaly detection or a cycle/stage
detection, which segments the time series
into specific components (i.e. stationary
vs. transient stages, production vs idle),
could be used both as standalone models
for monitoring as well as additional input
for a model.

9. Track your modeling process and harness CI/CD for ML
Keep track of all your experiments to
avoid going in circles. Deploy a simple
model early. This will ensure that typical
deployment and interface issues become
apparent early on. Use (semi) automated
CI/CD pipelines to train, evaluate, and
deploy new models.

7. Always compare your model metrics
to an existing baseline or a naive model

10. Industrial AI is a work in progress
There is still a steep learning curve in industrial AI. Machine Learning is based on
experimentation and not every use case
will yield the desired results. Investigate
the shortcomings and share the insights
both on a technical and strategic level with
stakeholders, but also with the community.
Collecting correct and standardized data
in industrial settings is still a big challenge.

This also sounds like a no-brainer, but
it can actually be quite tricky if there are
no results available for comparison and
the target metric is not yet well defined.
The current performance metric or human performance is the best reference
but is not always available. The last resort is always a naive model. Examples
are a majority class predictor for a classification task, a mean value predictor for
regression tasks, or a persistence model
for forecasting.
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one - on - one process

Twice per year all of us have a 1-on-1
meeting with each other. This is a freeform chat between two people for 30-60
minutes. We sit down and reserve our time
to talk to each other on a professional and
personal level. It usually takes place in an
office meeting room, office terrace or even
having a common breakfast outside or
combining it with an after-work beer.

you don’t need to wait for a 1-on-1 to
do this.
Working in an environment where we regularly give and receive feedback motivates
us to continuously improve ourselves.
Another interesting difference to most
companies is that we also do 1-on-1s
with our company leaders in the same
manner as with everybody else. This reflects the flat hierarchy our company has
and how we can always directly communicate with any of our colleagues.

Professional
The most important part of the meeting is
giving and receiving feedback.
We tell each other what the other party did
well and what can be improved. Usually,
we prepare this part beforehand because
we value each other’s time. This is also the
perfect platform for actively asking feedback about any specific worries we might
have. The silent rule of 1-on-1s is also
keeping the chat between ourselves and
respecting each other’s privacy. A nice
side-effect of this is increased mutual trust.

Personal
Besides professional feedback, it also provides a space for getting to know each
other on a more personal level. This can
include our hobbies, issues, successes, interests, and so on. Even though this conversation is between two people, it also
works as a team-building process. We
know each other better and this gives us
a more relaxed atmosphere, also when
working. This is especially beneficial for
new employees as they don’t know any of
us yet.

How often do you actually have the chance
to give honest and constructive feedback?
1-on-1 is a perfect practice ground for
learning how to do exactly that. This skill
can later be used to give your colleagues
feedback during day-to-day activities and
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product spotlight :
navio

craftworks started with the idea of developing a product. We wanted to do 40%
product-work and 60% project-work.
With the projects, we can finance product development and all will be good or
at least that’s what we thought. The only
problem was we didn’t know what the
product would be.
Over the years we had different ideas,
which sometimes made it to the prototype-stage and then got shut down because we didn’t see a real need/market
for them. The goal wasn’t to just build a
product for building-a-product-sake but
to build something we and our customers
will use.
A couple of years later when we started
with machine learning, we saw some repetitive work processes which we wanted to automate. We wrote a library and
saw there were more manual steps that
we could eliminate. After making a rough
plan of additional things we could do, we
had a bigger picture in mind than originally planned. That was the beginning of
navio.
them for easy integration in any kind of
application. The user interface and user
experience improved immensely during
development. Resulting in part from the
fact that we interviewed friendly customers and worked their feedback into navio.

We started working on a detailed project
plan which morphed into an application
for research funding, got it approved, and
started working on it for real. One of the
best things about navio is that lots of people in our company have already worked
on it. The project-team changed from time
to time and new ideas and improvements
driven by the different experts influenced
the whole product.

The goal of navio is to empower more
and more people to use machine learning
for their benefit. You don’t have to be an
expert data scientist to make use of this
awesome technology but even if you are,
navio helps you to ship your models into
production.

We are already at a state where you can
use navio for automatically creating machine learning models and also deploy
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This was the reason for picking the name
of the product out of lots and lots of
propositions because ‘navio’ means ‘ship’
in Portuguese and we want to help people
ship lots of machine learning models into
the real world.

on different roles and take care of features
we - as domain experts - need. The time
is now right to launch navio and help people make use of the most advanced technologies out there.

Over the years we gained experience in
product development, improvements in
user experience design, extended our
technical knowledge, and many more
things. We spent time working together
on our product and not just for customer
projects. We had the opportunity to take
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HACKATHONS
AS A WAY OF
LEARNING
It’s crucial to always keep on learning. One of our favorite ways
of approaching this is via the do-it-yourself hackathon medium.
In this space, we learn, innovate, and work together as a team to
accomplish a common goal.
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learnings from my first hackathon

“A solution for quality assurance in the
automotive industry via visual inspection
with the help of AI” - that was the goal of
the Industry 4.0 Hackathon 2018 in Linz.
Daniel, Simon, Michael, and I took on the
challenge and traveled with great motivation to a former tobacco factory in order
to solve it.

when every other opposing team had already finished for the day and went to the
hotel, it was us who continued working
full of motivation. Late into the night, a
new solution was developed which finally
proved to be the right one. It was a great
pleasure to see the constant motivation
and showed the great spirit we had as a
team.

With the charming location of the factory,
in which cigarettes were produced until
2010 and has since been used as a space
for creative industries and digitalization,
we moved to our work tables. A brief introduction by Miba, who provided the
challenge, made the tasks more concrete.
We distributed the work and got started.

On the last day the jury approved of our
work, we were able to convince the customer of our solution and won the competition. The solution was further developed after the hackathon and is now in
pilot operation on the other side of the
ocean.

What impressed me was the ambition
with which everyone involved delved into
the work. As a team, we worked with
great commitment and were greatly supported by Miba. The hours flew by and

My two-day hackathon experience
thought me that motivation and ambition
are the keys to success and that through
these driving factors great results can be
achieved together as a team.
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andritz hackathon

Did you know that craftworks started out as a software company and later
moved towards machine learning and AI?
In 2016, we wanted to position our company towards the industrial market and at
that point, predictive maintenance seemed
like the next big thing. So we thought we
should do predictive maintenance as well.
At that time it seemed so far away. We had
no experience with machine learning and
zero knowledge of industrial processes.
Well, you can only improve from here.

drove to Graz and had 48 hours to solve 5
tasks (2 easy, 2 medium, and 1 difficult).
The competition had a lot of experience
and traveled with top data scientists from
all over Europe. Although the task seemed
almost hopeless, Matthias, Lukas, Jakob,
and Simon accepted the challenge. In the
end, we were rewarded with third place
and a meeting with the CEO (and a billionaire). But how did we get third place
with so little experience? Were the others
that bad?

Michael’s friend Harald had just joined
pioneers and was responsible for organizing a machine learning hackathon for an
industrial client. While we were having a
beer together, he asked if we had any experience with the topic and if we wanted
to participate. So we signed up and were
selected as one of the most promising machine learning startups in Europe (with no
experience).

The secret of success lay in the fifth and
most difficult task. Although this task
could hardly be solved with machine
learning, it could be solved with complex
SQL queries. The software expertise and
the unconventional thinking of the guys
made the third place possible because nobody said we had to solve the problem a
specific way.
This success resulted in winning Austria’s
largest machine manufacturer as a customer, a kickstart for more ML projects,
and a mentality for winning hackathons
that led to 9 victories over 3 years.

Fortunately, Simon had dealt with the
topic in his free time and was able to onboard Jakob, Matthias, and Lukas in a
crash course on this topic. A week later we
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st moritz hackathon

Since our first participation in a hackathon was so successful and other team
members like Alex or Michi wanted to
know what winning one would feel like,
we joined the hackathon hosted by the
town of St. Moritz. The glamorous ski
resort posed three challenges to make the
region more innovative. Since we couldn’t
choose between data analysis and the
chatbot challenge, we took part in both
tasks. That decision would cost us our
sleep.

functioning chatbot was still a long way
off. That’s why Jakob joined the chatbot
team. Not only did Simon lose his project
partner, but he also got pretty sick on the
second day and needed a fresh tissue after
every fifth line of code.
To sum up the rest of the hackathon, we
slept for about 3 hours, Simon woke up
with a bump on his head, we put together a kickass presentation that included
working prototypes for both challenges,
and won.

We couldn’t work on the first day because a formal dinner was scheduled. On
the second day, we split the two tasks
and Alex and Michi started developing a
chatbot. At craftworks, we also thought
chatbots could be a big deal and had focused on that topic. Although we started
motivated on the second day, we quickly realized that our chatbot framework,
which was developed on a craftworks
day, was more of an obstacle than support. At 9 p.m. we had to realize that a

There were also some difficult realizations.
Chatbots turned out to be more of a hype,
the town of St Moritz doesn’t want to invest in technology and if you’re invited to
an on-site meeting that requires 1500km
of travel, you should check beforehand
how serious they are.
All-in-all, it was a great experience and
we learned a lot from this adventure.
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BUSINESS
PHILOSOPHY
Our business philosophy is a balance between employee and customer satisfaction, two equally important aspects that propel us
forward. We strive for greatness in every interaction and aim to
associate craftworks with a sense of trust and respect.

being successful

-

the craftworks way

Have you ever experienced saying you’ll
do something, but ended up doing the
contrary? Like, the workout on the
weekend, which had to be canceled due to
a spontaneous rising of “Nah, not today!”
I’m sure you have! And I’m sure that it’s
not a problem. But what if this happens
to us at craftworks? We have our vision,
our values, and our mission – what if we
forget about that once we start working?
I think what defines the culture in a company is not what was agreed upon, but
what needs to be done to achieve something. Can there be a better way to figure
that out than just asking the people involved? Probably, yes.

it can be done better. As you probably
already know: “She or he who stops at
being better stops at being good” (legend
says Oliver Cromwell wrote that first).
Work hard

Anyway: “How to be successful at craftworks?” were the questions people here
were asked, and I used a pre-trained
neural network to cluster the answers
(training took 29 years, yet it sometimes
confuses left and right ...). Here’s what I
got:

Pick one out of being professional, passionate, ambitious, and getting things
done. You may also pick two. Or all of
them.
Be open
Be open to new ideas from your colleagues, and don’t be afraid to communicate your own. Look for tasks which
can be done better, and suggest improvements. And don’t forget to take your time
to appreciate what’s good.

Believe in your team
You barely get any work done without
your amazing colleagues. They’re not
only here to work on projects with you. If
you are stuck, you’ll find someone to help
you out. If you achieve success, you’ll
find someone to celebrate with. If you’ve
learned something new, you’ll find someone to share it with. Honest communication will take you far. Giving that back to
your colleagues is worth it!

Does this align with the values we agreed
upon? I think so. Kudos to you, people at
craftworks, and thanks for taking part in
the “survey”.

Believe in yourself
You are good at what you are doing,
that’s why you’re here. If you make mistakes, learn from them. If you’ve done
things right, it’s hardly wrong to ask how
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log of Friday’s emails can occasionally be a bit overwhelming. In addition,
regularly missing out on the company’s
social events is a substantial sacrifice.

five timely reasons
why the days of the
five - day week are

Honestly though, for me the whole
4-day week transition was just a spontaneous experiment - I didn’t give it
much thought or planning. Shortly before I left research, a colleague of mine
once said to me: “I don’t know what
I would do with the extra time... Play
more video games probably...” And although I am 100% on board with that
today, something about not knowing
how to allocate the extra time back then
felt like a challenge, so I got curious.

numbered

By today’s standards, even in mainland
Europe, it’s a pretty big privilege to be
working sub 35-hour weeks while living
in a major city. There are already numerous pop-science articles on the subject of
reduced working hours online, so it’s not
hard to argue for going part-time. And is
it even necessary to justify one’s schedule?

At the places I worked before I joined
craftworks, part-time work felt like a
taboo topic - it seemed like you had
to have an excuse to bring it up, so I’m
sincerely grateful to craftworks for cultivating an environment where the situation is completely different. In over
a year of working part-time, I’ve not
encountered any problems with my
schedule or any pressure to change it
and I’m pretty sure this is not an accident.

Pandemic or not, the 4-day week intuitively makes sense to me, particularly in
Austria where Sundays are taken especially seriously. An after-work-drink on
a Friday night is nice and all, but have you
ever bought the week’s groceries at Interspar on a Friday morning? And while I
do feel more clear-headed after the 3-day
break, there are some downsides to the
shorter week also. Mondays were never
my strong suit, but now the added back-
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haris : partnering for unlimited potential

It all started when we were at the Hackathon of Keba in Linz. We were working
on a Stackoverflow-esque platform for
machine maintenance and got to know
our then competitor in the competition,
the guys from Haris Engineering, who had
come from Hungary. We exchanged ideas
and talked about what everyone was doing. After the competition ended (with a
win for us), we stayed in contact with Peter - the CEO of Haris.

ing. They began hiring the first employees
and the company started to evolve. We
got the first prototype ready for the beta-phase and once again it was time to
find a new investor.
After some time, Peter got in contact with
Vespucci Partners from Budapest and they
were interested in hearing more about the
idea and in October 2019 Peter, András,
Zoltan, and Simon pitched and answered
several questions. Vespucci showed further interest in investing and so the negotiations began. It took over five months
to find an agreement with Vespucci but it
paid off and now Haris was prepared to
really scale up.
In the meantime our team worked on improving the platform, bringing the data
collection from cell phones to gateways,
implemented all the machine learning necessary to detect cycle times, downtimes,
and so on. We got the product to version
1.0 and customers are currently already
using it in production. A great achievement by the whole team and a testament
to our expertise in not only delivering
projects but also creating products.

Over the following weeks, we continued
talking about how to cooperate in the
future. As we were always interested in
creating products, we always had in mind
that we could do some work for equity
for startups who are good at marketing
and complement their strengths with our
strength on the technical side. We worked
on an agreement with Haris and partnered
up with them. This led to the founding of
Haris Digital whose mission is to democratize the use of Industry 4.0-technologies
and not only bring them to the big players
in manufacturing but also to smaller shops
who can’t afford the expensive systems.
Our part in this mission was to create the
platform for reading sensor data and use
machine learning to make sense of it.

As with all valuable things in life, the
whole process wasn’t always smooth or
easy, sometimes nerve-wracking and exhausting but also always interesting, challenging, and fun. Now it’s time to actualize it and bring this fantastic product to
the market, democratize the use of Industry 4.0, and spread it around the world.
Cheers to Peter, András, Zoltán, and the
whole team at Haris Digital for a fantastic
example of how competitors can become
partners resulting in everyone benefitting
from it!

To further grow the company, Haris Digital was looking for new investors, with
the first one being Hungarian-based Oxo
Labs, represented by the former minister
of finance. After some long discussions
and negotiations, the investment was finally closed in February 2019. The financial side was now covered and we could
concentrate on building the product. Peter
and András formulated the strategy and
prepared everything for sales and market-
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EXTRANEOUS
DIVERSIONS
Aside from working together tirelessly we also enjoy spending
time together on less critical diversions usually in the form of
games. That, and our incredible commitment to food as though it
was essential for living.

MOST POPULAR DISH

TOFU CURRY
(MIT GEMÜSE UND REIS)

MOST POPULAR CUISINE

SHARE OF INDIAN RESTAURANT ORDERS

INDIAN

21 %

AVG TIME OF ORDER

AVG TIME SPENT COMPLETING ORDER

12:16

59.8 MIN

VARIETY IN MEAL CHOICES
az
phi

ck
dh

LEAST
VARIETY
sg

lu

bo

yl
br

tg

ja

sjg

mi

cg

mm
ms

ml

ee
rob

cb

andi

tl

MOST
VARIETY

dm

wer

dr

TOP 5 RESTAURANTS WIMBERGER

TOP 5 RESTAURANTS SCHOTTENFELD

NATRAJ

HAYACI

MAMACITA

NATRAJ

ITOYA

VICKY’S COOKING

TATA

MAMACITA

BIO-FRISCHE

TATA
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the foodies of craftworks

Curries, sushi, burgers, and falafel. From traditional Austrian dishes to meals conceptualized in
far-flung places, not a dish we won’t try here at craftworks. We’ve got a love for food running
through our veins and it’s something we place tremendous value on.
Eating good food is more than a hobby, it’s a lifestyle.
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a tischkick poem

Ciaran shoots from the middle,
for Carina that is a riddle.
And Alex plays like a magician,
while Yuri is a tactician.
Daniel likes to shoot cornerwise,
while Madis enjoys relaxing his eyes.
Andreas directness seems to aim to cripple,
but Simon Gavris knows it’s a triple.
Tatevik kicks with fun,
while Werner lets his players run.
Boians snakes are famously hard,
but Michael counters with art.
Philipp’s snakes move only to one side,
to have a chance, this is your guide.
To Simon you should never lose the ball
otherwise, your score will fall.
For luck, all the others also have their own way,
so it stays interesting, each new day.
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we take metrics seriously

-

tischkick at craftworks is 100% elo - style

During one of our famous craftworks
days, we developed a slack-bot that supports us in our tischkick passion. On one
hand, this wonderful piece of software not
only saves us a lot of time when bringing
interested people together for the official
games, simply doing the nasty work of
organizing but on the other hand, the bot
is also continuously recalculating the ELO
score.

Calculations:
r_p1 = 10 ** (avg_team1_rating / 400)
r_p2 = 10 ** (avg_team2_rating / 400)
# expected score for each player
e_p1 = r_p1 / (r_p1 + r_p2)
e_p2 = r_p2 / (r_p1 + r_p2)
# actual score for each player
s1 = team1_score # 1 if player 1 wins / 		
0.5 if draw / 0 if player 2 wins
s2 = team2_score # 0 if player 1 wins / 		
0.5 if draw / 1 if player 2 wins

Wondering what ELO means? Looking
at Wikipedia; “The “Elo rating system” is
a method for calculating the relative skill
levels of players in zero-sum games such
as chess. It is named after its creator Arpad Elo, a Hungarian-American physics
professor.” Also often applied to other
sports like tischkick@craftworks!

# updated Elo-rating for each player
r1 = 32 * (s1 - e_p1)
r2 = 32 * (s2 - e_p2)

Based on the tremendous data of hundreds of games, interesting questions can
be answered, like
1. Who is the player with the most
different teammates?
2. Which is the most effective team?
3. Who is the most motivated player?
4. Who has lost the most games and what
is his/her probability to lose the
next game?
5. Can you unpack all the information
hidden in the graph-based illustration
displayed on the left?
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corporate gamers

Games have always been a part of my life.
Games in all shapes and sizes. From board
games to videogames, from sports games
to drinking games, there’s not a gametype that I don’t revel in attempting to
beat.

I have not always felt at home in a corporate environment despite loving what I do.
I, like many others before me, fell victim to
the intricacies of bureaucracy resulting in
a stagnation of my excitement that led me
to quit previous roles.

I have always felt somewhat alone
in my attempt to play and conquer
any mind-boggling, prestige-gaining,
fate-deciding game I have the privilege to
indulge in.

At craftworks things are different.
we don’t just work together, we play together. Above all else, we value each other
as people, as individuals. And luckily for
me, there’s a large ratio of people here that
enjoy what I enjoy: games.

This has resulted in a large discrepancy
between my desire to play and the reality
that others surrounding me did not have
this same desire and so often did not want
to play. An incomplete picture, a missing
piece of the puzzle.

Tischkick, cornhole, canasta, cards,
board-games, star realms to name a few.
If there’s a game to be played, you’ll find
the people who want to play it.
I’ve finally found the perfect balance, a
place where two sides can be strengthened
by one another instead of hindered, an organization of corporate gamers.

That is until I joined craftworks.
craftworks is not just a great place to
work. It’s a community of like-minded
individuals that work relentlessly together
towards a common goal - bringing success to a company to which we feel so attached to and by doing so, by extension,
bringing success to ourselves.
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canastafication

Besides tischkick, cornhole, table tennis, chess, and exploding kittens we, the
people from craftworks, also love playing
canasta. Canasta, a game of the Rummy
family was the most popular American
game in the early 1950s. For everyone
who is not familiar with this game, we
hereby provide the game rules, answer
frequently asked questions and suggest
usernames for gametwist, in case we soon
have to play remotely again.
Enjoy!
!

HOW TO PLAY CANASTA

2s and jokers count as wildcards

9. Try to collect 7 cards with the same
value to get a canasta (you and your
partner can add to the same piles)

1. Get hold of two standard 52 card
decks, preferably from the brand
piatnik ®

10. Try to get rid of all your cards by
either adding them to collections
resulting in canastas or adding them
to existing canastas

2. Shuffle and break the deck
3. You play in two pairs: you and your
partner sit diagonally across from each
other.

11. Win.
Too vague? Here are the rules again:

4. Deal out 11 random cards
5. Trade all red 3s for a new card from
the deck - if one card is a 2, pick up
another card.
!

Red 3s are worth a lot of points!

6. If it’s your turn: pick up a card,
discard a card - make sure you collect
the same cards.

CANASTA FAQ

7. If it’s not your turn: pay close attention to what others do and plan your
master plan

How many points are my cards worth?
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each

8. As soon as you have at least 3 cards
with the same value: you can put
them down (hint: sometimes it’s
smarter to wait instead)
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joker ...................................... 50
deuce ..................................... 20
ace ......................................... 20
K, Q, J, 10, 9, 8 ..................... 10
7, 6 ,5, 4, and black 3 ........... 5

How many points do I need in order to
put my cards down?

GAMETWIST USER NAMES

< 1500 ............................................. 50
1500-2995 ...................................... 90
> 3000 ........................................... 120

Existing ones
tacopaco
lisetti
zaphodbblbrx
canasta_pro19
Michael202022

How do I win?
Memorise the pile.
Pick up the pile.
Don’t let the others get the pile.

Some suggestions for new user names
flippinger
werlie
muth_zum_glueck
e$-l0hn!ngert-s!ch
ahariko
canastarina
keyRon
yurenemy
yuricanasturi
heilysmiley
merz-mit-herz
cinderessi / RESSIstance_is_futile
mastermadis
lukAce
sventastic
jakbot
chrisTrophy
tatevictory
stroh_80
redlknedl
italiandy

How to make my enemies angry?
- Talk about your cards.
- Make “subtle” comments about your
partner’s moves.
- Pick up the pile.
“It is all about the pile.”
- tacopaco

Can canasta be unfair?
Yes if the enemies get all the red 3s.

What if you lose?
Challenge your enemies in other games
like cornhole, tischkick or table tennis.
Attention! You might go home at 3 am
once you start this circle of evil.
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A FINAL WORD
craftworks has come a long way, from an
ambitious idea to a company rooted in a
culture of learning, respect, and support.
All of this would have been impossible
without our extremely dedicated, motivated, and experienced team.

craftworks will be a different company in
a few years from now because we will not
stop developing. Our values are the pillars of the organization and our team, and
every new team member will change our
culture for the better.

Every day, each of our team members
ensures that we offer sophisticated and
high-quality solutions, our learnings are
shared for the benefit of all, and everybody contributes to our culture.

We hope you had a good time reading
about our culture, enjoyed the stories, and
gained some insight into our daily business, what is important to us and how we
are working here at craftworks.
Thank you
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A big thank you to everyone @ craftworks
for your individual contributions.
This is for all of us.
crafted with

by

